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ABSTRACT

Since a basement membrane is present on all blood vessels and
also on all tissues of ectodermal origin, the blood vessels of the
central nervous system should have two basement membranes, one related
to the blood vessel, the other related to the nervous tissue.

Also,

the tissue space usually bordering on the basement membranes should
in the central nervous system separate the two.

In the adult brain

and spinal cord, however, only one basement membrane and no tissue
space surround the blood vessels of the central nervous system.

This

study, therefore, has been concerned with the embryonic development
of blood vessels of the central nervous system and the manner in which
the single basement membrane - no tissue space relationship of blood
vessels and nervous tissues is produced.
Twenty-seven chick embryos (48 hours to 5 days incubation)
were serial sectioned at 2-4p and stained by the periodic acid-Schiff
(PAS) technique.

PAS positive basement membranes were demonstrated

for light microscopy with this technique.
Blood vessels are formed in the mesenchyme surrounding the
central nervous system.
membrane.

The early blood vessels lack a basement

When the vessels invade the tissues of the central nervous

system, the basement membrane of the central nervous system invaginates
to form a membrane for the vessel and becomes applied directly to the
vii

surface of the vessel.

The invaginated central nervous basement

membrane remains continuous with the basement membrane on the surface
of the central nervous system.

Present techniques cannot Indicate

whether additions to the invaginated basement membrane are made by
the endothelial cells of the vessels.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Many investigators have described the development of the
vessels of the brain and spinal cord.

Mall (1), Evans (2) and

Streeter (3) described the development of these vessels in the head
of the human embryo.

Sabin (4) and Hughes (5) described the external

vascularization of the brain of the chick.

Sabin worked with embryos

up to the 29 somite stage and Hughes covered the development of
these vessels over the remainder of the embryonic period.
Mesenchyme provides the material from which blood vessels
first originate.

Blood vessels mainly develop from mesenchyme before

circulation begins.

However, there is some evidence that vessels

may continue to differentiate from mesenchyme after circulation has
been initiated (4).
route.

This, nonetheless, is thought to be a minimal

Vessels develop from angioblastic cords which Streeter (3)

observed to change from solid cords to hollow tubes through which
blood can flow.
The blood vessels surrounding the brain begin to develop
by sending bilateral longitudinal channels along the ventrolateral
surface of the hindbrain.
head plexuses.

These will communicate with the primary

These plexuses first develop over the midbrain and

forebrain, the hindbrain being somewhat slower.

1

The plexuses advance
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anteriorly, posteriorly, superiorly, and medially until all the
blood vessels are interconnected.

The brain is then covered by a

plexus from which penetrating vessels originate.
eventually develops into the adult vessels.

This plexus

There are several

minor species differences between the human and chick but the
general pattern is the same in these early stages.
Spinal circulation begins much like that of the brain.

The

first vessels are on the ventrolateral parts of the cord in bilateral
plexuses.

This was first described in the human embryo by His in 1886

(quoted by Evans [2]) and later in other forms by Sterzl (5) and
Evans (6).

These plexuses grow medially, laterally, and posteriorly

to make a continuous network surrounding the cord.

The anterior

lateral plexuses gradually fuse and make the anterior spinal artery.
The posterior spinal arteries develop similarly from the posterior
plexuses.

The first penetrating vessels enter the spinal cord from

the ventrolateral plexus (7).
Three different modes of development have been described for
the internal circulation of the central nervous system.

The differences

in these methods are apparently not because of differences in
interpretation since the evidence in most cases is quite convincing.
In the majority of animals studied (pigs, sheep, chick and rabbit),
the blood vessels first penetrate the spinal cord from the
ventrolateral plexuses.

These penetrating vessels soon give rise

to a plexus that is close to or within the ependymal layer of the
nervous tissue.

This plexus develops to anastomose with adjacent

penetrating vessels.

This anastomosis may be in the form of an
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endoneural sinus which may run the entire length of the central
nervous system.

Later in development vessels penetrate the lateral

and then the dorsal surfaces of the cord.

This pattern generally

holds true for the sheep (5), pig (7), chick (8, 9) and rabbit (10).
The second type of vascularization is described by Tilney
and Casamajor (11) in the rat.
vascularization.

They describe several stages of

The first stage is that of "perineural angiogenesis".

This prevascular stage is characterized by the formation of endothelial
spaces and blood cells in the embryo in general and around the central
nervous system.

In the second stage, mesenchymal cells make their

way through the external limiting membrane into the neural tube.
This stage is therefore called the "stage of mesenchymal invasion".
These cells are not branches of the already formed endothelial spaces
but are cells which are coming from perineural mesenchyme.

This

invasion of the central nervous system by mesenchyme does not stop
at this stage but continues until much later.

In the next stage the

mesenchyme cells, which are in the central nervous system, begin
differentiating into endothelial spaces and blood islands.
called the "stage of entoneural angiogenesis".

This is

Finally, the entoneural

plexus develops more fully and connects with the perineural plexus.
The last general type of vascularization is that of the
opossum which was described by Wislocki (12).

He observed vessels

of this species to enter the central nervous system in pairs which
make up arteriovenous loops.

These units continue to branch but do

not anastomose with other loops except in very rare cases.

Thus, in

the adult there are no anastomoses between capillary beds.

Terminal
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loops are true end vessels.
The chick embryo is a readily available form and is well
known.

However, the age at which the central nervous system of the

chick becomes vascularized is a matter of some controversy.

Hughes

(13) believed that the brain is an avascular region until after the
fourth day of incubation.

Williams (8) stated that the first vessels

invade the hindbrain at 48 hours incubation with the first points
of entry being at the region of the fifth cranial nerve.

Feeney

and Waterson (9) gave the most complete description of the developing
vascularity of the central nervous system but studied embryos only
as young as 84 hours.
According to Feeney and Waterson (9), the patterns of
vascularization develop as follows.

The spinal cord has a few

penetrating vessels in the cervical region at 84 hours.

These have

entered the cord ventrolaterally and extend toward the medial surface
of the lateral border of the ependyma.

These vessels have advanced

one third of the distance from the ventral to the dorsal surface.
By four days the vessels have reached the level of the roof of the
central canal.

At this time the dorsal extremities of these vessels

have expanded anteriorly and posteriorly into endoneural sinuses.
These sinuses run longitudinally, connecting the penetrating vessels.
Posterior to the wing buds some penetrating vessels enter the spinal
cord from the lateral perineural plexus and make connection with the
endoneural sinuses.

These lateral branches have not as yet entered

the cord anterior to the cervical swelling.

Penetrating vessels

reach the caudal boundary of the lumbosacral swelling at four days.
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The more caudal sections of the spinal cord gradually acquire blood
vessels but this process is not yet complete at sixteen days (the
oldest embryos studied).

Between the fourth and fifth days penetrating

vessels begin to connect the dorsolateral perineural plexus to the
endoneural sinus.

These interconnecting vessels sprout either from

the sinus or from the plexus.
Nervous tissue at the level of the myelencephalon contains
penetrating vessels ventrally at 84 hours.

These vessels have

already made interconnection with adjacent vessels forming an endoneural
sinus.

At five days the vascularity of this region is still limited

to the basal plates.

At six days the alar plates are vascularized

with interconnections and penetrating vessels.

There is no record

that the roof of the myelencephalon becomes vascularized before the
sixteenth day of incubation.
The metencephalon contains a few vessels at 84 hours.

Those

that have entered come from the basilar artery and reach the periphery
of the ependymal layer where they are undergoing confluence with
adjacent vessels.

At four days a few lateral penetrating vessels

have entered this level.

The endoneural plexuses have extended into

the alar plates at five days and the lateral parts of the roof plates
have become vascular at six days.

The vascularization of the

cerebellum is probably completed shotfty after this.

It was reported

hard to observe because of an awkward angle.
Vessels have entered the floor of the mesencephalon by 84
hours from the basilar artery, having previously united with the
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continuous endoneural sinuses.

Some vessels more laterally have

penetrated the brain at this stage from the ventrolateral plexus.
At five days the alar plate contains vessels but the roof does
not get its endoneural plexus until seven days.
The diencephalon becomes vascularized first at the lateral
surface.

At 84 hours vessels have entered the posterior ventral

thalamic and the dorsal hypothalamic divisions.

These vessels have

reached the periphery of the ependyma, beginning the formation of
an endoneural plexus.

Vessels of the endoneural plexuses are

Interconnected at the mid-ventral surface in the region anterior
to the Infundibulum at four days.
is quite well vascularized.

At five days the ventral diencephalon

Vessels have penetrated the dorsal

part of the thalamus by 6 days.

The roof plate, however, becomes

attentuated and remains avascular until after the 16th day.
There are no vessels in the telencephalon at 84 hours.

At

four days, however, vessels have entered the ventrolateral parts
of the hemispheres and have formed endoneural plexuses.

By five

days the vascularity has spread to all but the pallium, roof plate
and floor.
six days.

The floor of the hemispheres becomes vascularized by
By the 12th day all parts of the hemispheres except

the posteriomedlal walls contain blood vessels.

This part remains

thin and does not receive a blood supply until after 16 days.
The adult structure of these capillaries and their relationship
to the brain has been studied by a number of investigators.

By

giving rats silver nitrate in their drinking water, van Breeman and
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Clemente (14) and Dempsey and Wislocki (15) outlined the localization
of two types of cerebral circulation by electron microscopy.
the major part of the brain no silver nitrate was taken up.
these areas they found no tissue space.

In
In

The remainder of the

brain (chorioid plexus, neural lobe of hypophysis, pineal body,
area postrema and intercolumnar tubercle) had a tissue space and
took up silver nitrate which was deposited mainly in the basement
membranes.
Other early work on the structure of the brain offered some
clues as to the structure of the capillaries and the related area.
Luse (16) and Farquhar (17) mention the relationship of glial cells
to the capillaries while Farquhar and Hartman (18) partially describe
the structure of the endothelium, basement membranes and "pericapillary
cells".

The first major study on the ultrastructure of this area

was published by Maynard, Schultz and Pease in 1957 (19).
The following descriptions will include only those areas
where the blood-brain barrier is present.

The structure of the

capillaries of the brain of the rat have been described by a number
of investigators (15, 18, 19).
on most of the structures.

Their observations are in agreement

Endothelium is continuous and is without

fenestrations or gaps between cells.

The cytoplasm of the endothelial

cells is attenuated and contains the same organelles as other
endothelial cells.

The cell plasma membranes are thin.

and are separated from each other by 200 A.

Cells overlap

Contrary to these

observations, Wolff (20) when studying the rabbit described the
endothelial cytoplasm as thick with an accumulation of intracellular
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filaments and ribosomes.
The function of the endothelium has also been studied.

Jod

and Csillik (21) found that endothelium in the area of the blood-brain
barrier had special enzymatic properties.

Active transport of sugars

is implicated in the work of LeFevre and Peters (22).

The work

of Reese and Karnovsky (23, 24) showed that the endothelium is a
barrier to the passage of some protein molecules and that there are
tight junctions between these endothelial cells.
The "perieapillary sheath" may be made up of a number of
different kinds of cells.

There is only one report (on the rabbit)

in which the whole capillary is described as surrounded by only
astrocyte feet (20).

Other reports (on the human and the rat)

indicate that there could also be oliogodendrocytes, microglia,
cell bodies of neurons and neuron processes also in direct contact
with the basement membrane of the capillary.

Maynard, Schultz

and Pease (19) report that 85% of the capillary sheath is made up
of }|lial cells.
by 200 A spaces.

Cells of the sheath are separated from each other
Wilson's (25) observations claim that in the human

there are small areas where neurons come in contact with the
capillaries.
passing

An interesting observation is that of a capillary

through the body of a neuron (Schultz, 26).

At all times

there was, however, a layer of glial cytoplasm intervening.
In the area where the blood brain barrier is effective there
is only one basement membrane between the neuroectodermal derivatives
and the endothelial cells.
varies from 300-500 A wide.

This membrane occupies a gap which
The central part of this gap contains
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a "lamina densa".
structure (19).

"Laminae rarae" are on either side of this
The observations of Wolff (20) on the rabbit again

differ from other reports.

He observed that the basement membrane

in this gap is sometimes double.

This area would be occupied by

two basement membranes, one for the endothelium and one for the
nervous tissue, if it followed the patterns of the rest of the body.
The fact that there is a difference makes one wonder if this might
not have something to do with the specialized permeability of the
structures in this region.
Perivascular cells have been described as being in the
area between the neuroectodermal derivatives and the endothelium.
These cells are surrounded by a basement membrane which is shared
with the nervous and circulatory cells.

They occupy a position similar

to that of smooth muscle and are thought to be a primitive form of
it (18, 19, 27).

However, they do not possess any suggestion of

fibrillar components.

They are thought to be of mesodermal origin.

Dempsey and Wislocki (15) noted that Ehrlich in 1887 used
acid aniline dyes when he first observed the selective permeability
of the blood-brain barrier.

It has since been found that acid dyes

and other compounds bearing negative charges are barred from the
places where the barrier is effective.

This is similar to the

response of the mucopolysaccharide component of cartilage ground
substance (28).

If there is a ground substance of this nature in

the central nervous system, as suggested by Hess (29), it may be
responsible for some of the selectivity of the blood-brain barrier.
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Developmental studies on fine structure In the brain are
scattered and Incomplete.

Two Investigations by Donahue are

particularly significant with reference to the blood-brain barrier.
Donahue and Pappas (30) worked with rats.

Their specimens were

late fetuses (20 days out of 21 days gestation) and young post
natal animals (birth to 15 days). The younger rats had thinner
and less complete basement membranes.

The capillary endothelium

was thicker, and had more complicated junctional complexes and more
microvilli than in the adult.

In the earliest stages observed

the neurological elements had the same relationship to the capillaries
as In the adult.

Donahue (31) worked on rabbit fetuses of from 11

to 20 days after mating.

The usual gestation period is 30 days.

In these specimens the basement membranes were present discontinuously
and varied in thickness and density.
contained numerous organelles.

The endothelium was thick and

Endothelial cells had tortuous

junctional complexes and luminal flaps.

No fine structural differences

were observed in the blood vessels of fetuses of the different ages.
There are other scattered observations.

Maynard, Schultz

and Pease (19) observed that the "lamina densa" of the brain capillary
basement membrane became thicker in adult rats than it was in younger
rats.

Basement membranes are present on ectodermal tissue and the

neural tube before blood vessels penetrate the central nervous
system (32-35).
Information on the condition of the brain and blood vessels
as the central nervous system Is invaded is clearly incomplete.
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Organized studies of the condition of the basement membranes in this
area have not been done.

It was thus thought that a systematic,

organized study of these structures would be profitable.

CHAPTER II

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This study consisted of a light microscopic examination of
relationships between basement membranes and vascularization of the
central nervous system.

Techniques involved the demonstration of

basement membranes in relationship to the other developing structures.
Forty-five chick embryos were sacrificed and prepared for
sectioning.

Twenty-seven embryos were selected from this group

to be sectioned and stained.

This group represented a continuous

series of specimens from stage 12 (48 hours) to stage 25 (5 days)
(36).

Much of the central nervous system is Invaded with blood

vessels during this period.
Eggs were incubated without forced air ventilation at
100-102°F for predetermined amounts of time.

Before the shell above

the embryo was removed, a hole was made in the air chamber of the
egg.

The embryo would drop away from the shell as soon as the

shell membrane above it was penetrated.
and removal.

This facilitated its exposure

Two methods of removal were employed.

A filter paper

ring was placed on the vitelline membrane around the younger embryos.
The membranes were fused to the paper by placing a small amount of
fixer on the edges of the ring.

An iridectomy scissor was used to
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cut the membranes around the ring.

This permitted lifting the

embryo off of the yolk with the support of the ring.
specimens this support was not needed.

With older

They could be held by their

extraembryonic vessels while they were cut loose and removed from
the egg.
The embryos were immediately immersed in cold Karnovsky’s
fixer (37).

This fluid fixes tissue adequately for fine structure.

Fixation was for one hour after which the fixer was replaced
by buffer.

They remained in buffer solution only until the

remainder of the embryos sacrificed that day could be dehydrated
concurrently.
Dehydration was carried out through graded alcohols.

The

younger embryos required drop by drop addition of these alcohols to
prevent tissue damage by turbulence.

This was not necessary in

older embryos although used in most cases.

The tissue was cleared

in chloroform and infiltrated with paraffin (60-62°C) and subsequently
embedded in 60-62°C paraffin.
Serial sections were cut on a Spencer microtome with a
hand sharpened knife.

This knife was sharpened on a slightly etched

glass plate using the method of Hillier (38) . The knife was sharpened
until the edge was barely visible bjr the light scattering technique
of Richards (39).
Serial sections 2-4y thick were routinely obtained under
proper conditions.

It was found that room temperature of about

60°F was best for cutting.

When materials other than chloroform
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were used for clearing the sections were more susceptible to damage
by static electricity through atmostpheric conditions.
Sections were mounted serially on albuminized slides.

It

was found that two hot plates at different temperatures worked
best for spreading and drying.

Initially the slides were put on a

60°C hot plate until sections were flat.

This took only a short time

after, which the slides were immediately transferred to a 45°C hot
plate.

They were kept here until all the water had evaporated.

Slides were left at 37°C overnight to complete drying and fixation
to the slides.
The stains found most useful were periodic acid-Schiff
(PAS) for basement membranes with methyl green as a counter stain.
After the slides were hydrated the sections were mordanted in
buffered urea (pH 6.7) overnight.

The only difference from

conventional staining with PAS was the use of 0°C Schiff reagent.
The slides were then stained in 0.5Z aqueous methyl green for one
minute.

Subsequent dissolution of the dye was prevented by quickly

dipping (5 times) the slides in distilled water which had been boiled
and cooled to less than 4°C.

They were then immediately dehydrating

in acetone, cleared in xylene and mounted in the usual fashion.

CHAPTER III

OBSERVATIONS

The observations made in the course of this study correspond
closely to the classic accounts of vascularization of the brain in
the chick embryo.

The following description is mainly restricted

to the morphological development of the basement membranes associated
with this process.

These embryos were specially prepared by periodic

acid-Schiff technique (PAS) for the demonstration of this particular
series of events.

Embryos varying in age from 48 hours to 5 days

are represented in this description.
Among the younger of these embryos a basement membrane can
be demonstrated by the PAS technique underlying the dorsal ectoderm
and the neuroepithelium (fig. 1).

In some areas in these early 3tages

there are not blood vessels near the neural tube (fig. 2).

The

closest blood vessels are the paired dorsal aortae.
Blood vessels destined to supply the brain first appear
ventrolateral to the neural tube.

These are demonstrable at the level

of the pharynx at stage 13 (36) (fig. 3).

Even when these blood

vessels nearly contact the neural tube there are still no PAS positive
basement membranes on them (fig. 4).
From these primitive vessels a plexus begins to develop (fig. 5).
15
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It will eventually cover the whole surface of the central nervous
system (fig. 6).

The plexus develops first on the ventrolateral

part of the neural tube.

This progresses and reaches the lateral

and lastly the dorsal surface.

Basement membranes are still absent

from the blood vessels of this plexus.

Some of the vessels come very

close to the basement membrane of the neuroepithelium.

This

sometimes becomes more striking in later stages (fig. 7) .
as if all tissue space is obliterated in this situation.

It appears
Many of

the blood vessels in this area, however, have some space between
them and the central nervous system before they enter the nervous tissue.
Penetrating vessels arise from the plexus surrounding the
central nervous system.
at stage 20.

The first blood vessels to enter were found

These were found in the metencephalon just rostral

to the level of the ganglion of the fifth cranial nerve (fig. 3) .
Penetrating vessels first enter in this part just lateral to the
midline in pairs.
open (fig. 10).

They are first solid cords (fig. 9) which soon
These vessels join others which are already within

or are entering the nervous tissue.

As the plexus within the central

nervous system developSjnew vessels continue to enter more laterally
and dorsally.

At this point the capillaries outside the central

nervous system for the most part do not as yet possess any basement
membrane.

As penetrating vessels enter the nervous tissue they

seem to carry with them the basement membrane of the neuroectoderm.
The continuity of these membranes is more conspicuous with invading
blood vessels of somewhat older embryos (fig. 11).

This becomes very
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thin and may appear spotty in some areas as vessels grow inward.
There is no apparent tissue space between the capillaries and the
basement membrane of the neuroectoderm within the central nervous
system.
After the vessels have been within the central nervous
system for some time, the basement membranes become heavier and more
continuous.

They are, however, seemingly incomplete in many areas

in all of the stages studied (fig. 12).

Some capillaries within

the central nervous system have a fairly complete basement membrane
at this stage.
(fig. 13).

In some areas this can be demonstrated quite consistently

Blood vessels on the outside of the central nervous

system do not have a consistently demonstrable basement membrane
in any of the specimens observed.

Hie appearance of any basement

membrane on blood vessels outside the neural tissue is always less
frequent than on vessels within the central nervous tissue.

Those

in the perineural plexus have less indication of basement membrane
than others in the mesenchyme.
Some of the situations presented above can be best represented
by drawings.

At about 54 hours (stage 13) the neural tube has a complete

basement membrane (fig. 14).

The dorsal ectoderm and notochord

also have basement membranes which are well developed.

Ventrolateral

vessels have appeared close to the neural tube at some levels.
These vessels are free of any basement membrane.
at 66 hours is much the same (fig. 15).

The situation

Basement membranes are

complete on the neural tube, dorsal ectoderm and notochord.

A

perineural plexus of capillaries surrounds most of the neural tube.
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The vessels of this plexus are yet free from any sign of basement
membrane.
The PAS positive membranes are always hard to demonstrate
in the central nervous system because of their great thinness.
Different parts of the membrane are in different focal planes
and biased cuts further impede good visualization.

Because of these

situations many of the observations were not amenable to photography.
However, by exploring the depth of the section with the fine focus
many of the subtler characteristics of the preparation could be
observed.

When this was done much more of the basement membrane

of the area could be observed.

In many places it was continuous

around the entire circumference of the capillary.

It was moreover

possible to trace, in longitudinal sections of penetrating blood
vessels, its continuity with the basement membrane of the outside
of the central nervous system.

There were places, however, within

the central nervous system where the basement membrane still
appeared to be incomplete.

CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

The observations made in this study have agreed for the
most part with published literature, as to how and when vessels
enter the central nervous system.

There is, however, discrepancy

between what was observed and what is reported by Williams (8).
He observed blood vessels in the nervous tissue at 48 hours while
this was not observed until at least 72 hours in this investigation
(Stage 20).

Williams used one specimen at each of one day intervals

and mentioned no standard for staging except incubation age.

The

specimens used were staged by characteristics given by the Hamilton
series (36).

These results can possibly be explained by differences

between actual age and incubation age.
the most rigidly controlled conditions.

These vary some even under
Williams also stated that

the first points of entry were in the region of the fifth cranial
nerve.

In this study it was found that they entered just rostral

to this point in the metencephalon (figs. 8, 9).

These are minor

differences of very little importance to the main conclusions of
this investigation.
The acquisition of a blood supply by the central nervous
system may be thought of as a vascularization of neuroepithelium.
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When the neural tube has first developed and is yet thin, it can
receive all of the nutrition it needs without being internally
vascularized.

At these stages the blood vessels may not even be

near the central nervous system.

As the central nervous system

develops and becomes thicker,blood vessels invade the mesenchyme
surrounding the nervous tissue.

A plexus develops from these

primitive vessels which is in close association with the central
nervous system.

This situation adequately supplies the nervous

tissue for some time.

As development continues the nervous tissue

becomes thicker and growth is more active.

Aggressive vascular

invasion of the ectodermal derivatives soon follows.

The internal

plexus develops further as the needs of this tissue are increased.
As described in the introduction, some areas of the brain which
remain thin do not become vascularized until very late stages of
development.
In most areas of the adult organism endothelium and ectodermal
derivatives each have a basement membrane which separates these
tissues from the tissue space (40, 41).

If this general pattern

followed in the central nervous system, there would be a basement
membrane on the blood vessels and one on the nervous tissue with an
intervening tissue space.

This, however, is not true in the greater

part of the central nervous system.

In most capillary areas there

is only one basement membrane and no tissue space between the
endothelium and the neuroectodermal derivatives (19).

This unusual

relationship, combined with the selective permeability of these areas,
was a factor in making worthwhile a study of the embryology of
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vascularization in the brain.
This study has shown marked differences in the basement
membrane investments of the central nervous system and the blood
vasctilar system at the time of invasion.

Long before it is

vascularized, the brain receives a PAS positive basement membrane
(32-33) (figs. 1-6, 14, 15).

When blood vessels invade the

nervous tissue they do not have a comparable investment.

As invasion

proceeds the apparently naked capillary sprouts push through the
neural tissue.

The neural basement membrane is apparently pushed

before the vessel.

In this process the membrane becomes greatly

thinned, making it difficult to observe with the methods used in
this study (figs. 7, 9, 12, 13).
It Is not hard to understand the difficulty involved in the
demonstration of basement membranes in the central nervous system.
The actual size of these membranes :Ls much smaller than can
normally be demonstrated by light microscopic techniques.
gap which these membranes occupy is at the most 500
limit of resolution for light microscopy is 2000

A

A

The

(19) while the

(42) .

Biased

cuts of these structures make them even more difficult to demonstrate.
These situations are often encountered with the blood vessels within
the central nervous system which were studied.
The incomplete parts of this picture must be examined
further in the same material with the electron microscope.

This

would clarify the exact condition of: the basement membranes around
the vessels within the central nervous system.

The condition of

the basement membranes of the vessels outside nervous tissue also
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needs clarification.
The results of this study Indicate that, at least initially,
the basement membrane around the brain capillaries is of ectodermal
origin.

There may, however, be some later contributions to this

structure from basement membrane of endothelial origin.

This region

of the organism shows definite variations from usual patterns, both
structurally and developmentally.

APPENDIX I
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PLATE I

Figure 1. Cross section of a stage 13 embryo (48 hours Incubation).
This section passes through the hindbrain, Dorsal
ectoderm (E) lies just beneath the dense vitelline
membrane (VM). The neural tube (NT) and notochord
(NC) are conspicuous. The ectoderm, neural tube
and notochord already have basement membranes
(arrows). PAS and methyl green, 800 X.
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PLATE II

Figure 2.

Cross section of a stage 13 embryo (48 hours incubation).
This section passes through the hindbrain. The
paired dorsal aortae (DA) are the blood vessels
nearest to the neural tube (NT). Basement membranes
(BM) are visible on the neural tube, notochord
(NC) and pharynx (P). The blood vessels do not
have a similar investment. PAS and methyl green,
430 X.
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PLATE III

Figure 3

Cross section of a stage 13 embryo (48 hours Incubation).
Blood vessels (BV) are close to the neural tube. The
hindbrain (HB) has a definite basement membrane
(BM) while none is present around blood vessels.
PAS and methyl green, 350 X.
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PLATE IV

Figure 4.

Blood vessels (BV) very close to nervous tissue.
The blood vessel in the mesenchyme (M) is very
close to the basement membrane (BM) of the central
nervous system (NS). The blood vessel does not have
any indication of basement membrane. The ectoderm
(E) where it is favorably cut, shows a basement
membrane (BM). Stage 15 (54 hours incubation),
PAS and methyl green, 750 X.
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PLATE V

Figure 5.

Early vascular plexus around the central nervous
system (NS)» The blood vessels (BV) of the
perineural plexus extend to the lateral surfaces
of the hindbrain. Stage 15-(54 hours incubation),
PAS and methyl green, 300 X.
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PLATE VI

Figure 6.

Vascular plexus largely surrounding the hindbrain
(HB). Many blood vessels (BV) can be seen in the
perineural plexus. Some are very close to the
basement membrane of the nervous tissue (arrows).
Stage 17 (72 hours incubation), PAS and methyl
green, 200 X.
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PLATE VII

Figure 7.

Blood vessels close to central nervous system.
The basement membrane (BM) separating the
hindbrain (HB) from the tissue space (TS) and
blood vessel (BV) is conspicuous. The blood
vessel is separated from the brain by tissue space
above but the two appear to be in contact below.
Stage 21 (84 hours incubation), PAS and methyl
green, 2600 X.
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PLATE VIII

Figure 8.

Longitudinal section through the head of a stage
20 embryo (78 hours incubation). The mesencephalon
(MS), metencephalon (MT) and myelencephalon (MY)
are clearly demonstrated. Small blood vessels
(arrow) can be seen in the floor of the metencephalon.
PAS and methyl green, 75 X.

PLATE IX

Figure 9.

Blood vessel (BV) invading central nervous system
(NS). There is no lumen in this cord which is
penetrating the nervous tissue. A basement
membrane (BM) is visible on the surface of the
neural tissue. It is less evident between the
neural and endothelial elements within the
brain. The position of the focal plane in this
micrograph prevents good visualization of continuity
between the basement membrane of the central nervous
system and that of the capillary (arrows). This
phenomenon is explained on pages 17-18.
Stage 22 (84 hours incubation), PAS and methyl
green, 2850 X.
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PLATE X

Figure 10.

Penetrating blood vessel (BV) with lumen. Red
blood cells (BC) can be seen in vessels both
within and outside of the central nervous system
(NS). Stage 22 (84 hours incubation), PAS and
methyl green, 1250 X.
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PLATE XI

Figure 11.

Basement membrane (BM) of central nervous system
(NS) indented by invading blood vessel. The
basement membrane of the nervous tissue follows
the invading blood vessel into the interior of
the central nervous system. Stage 24 (96 hours
incubation), PAS and methyl green, 1250 X.
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PLATE XII

Figure 12.

Longitudinal section of penetrating blood vessel.
This represents the typically spotty appearance of
basement membrane (BM) of penetrating vessels.
It is apparently not demonstrated in some areas
possibly because of thinness and bias cut (see
explanation pages 17-18). Stage 22 (84 hours
incubation), PAS and methyl green, 1450 X.
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PLATE XIII

Figure 13.

Neural capillaries (C) in cross section. The
density of these capillaries as compared to the
surrounding neural tissues is due to PAS-positive
material associated with them. Compare with the
basement membrane (BM) along the margin of the
neural tissue. Stage 22 (90 hours incubation),
PAS, 500 X.
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PLATE XIV

Figure 14.

Drawing of a 54-hour embryo showing vessels
ventrolateral to neural tube. Dorsal ectoderm
(E), neural tube (NT), and notochord (NC) all
possess continuous basement membranes(BM).
Vessels do not have a similar investment.

Figure 15.

Drawing of a 72-hour embryo showing the perineural
vascular plexus. Dorsal ectoderm (E), neural tube
(NT), and notochord (NC) all possess continuous
basement membranes (BM). Vessels do not have a
similar investment. Note that some of the
vessels come very close to the basement
membrane of the neural tissue (arrows).
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